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TransIP is now ISO 27001 and NEN 7510
certified

Nice, but what does this mean?

Our security officers and quality managers are continuously engaged in the safe keeping of the

platform and improving the security and quality of TransIP. That is why we have worked very

hard to establish a system that ensures the quality and security of our services and allows us to

continuously improve on this. This system has recently been audited and successfully passed

the inspection. 

We can now proudly inform you that, in addition to ISO 9001:2015, TransIP now has the ISO

27001:2013 and NEN 7510:2017 certificates in its possession! This means that the systems and

processes of TransIP meets these (inter)national standards for information security and quality.

Of course, our security is not done, and it never will be. Our employees work every day to

continue to comply with all relevant laws and regulations and strive for the highest possible

standards. We always aim to provide a platform that is as secure and reliable as possible. 
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ABOUT COMBELL GROUP

Combell Group started in 1999 and is the leading digital enabler for entrepreneurs and small businesses in
Northwestern Europe. The group serves nearly 800.000 customers in Belgium, The Netherlands, Denmark,
Sweden and Switzerland and has one of the highest customer satisfaction ratings in the industry. Innovation, trust
and reliability is part of its DNA.

About TransIP Group

TransIP Group offers managed and unmanaged internet and connectivity services from her

branches in The Netherlands. Its brand portfolio includes trusted brands like TransIP,

Proserve, Signet, CloudVPS and VDX. The credo of TransIP Group is to ‘Make Advanced

Simple’, which it does for more than 400.000 customers so that they can excel in their digital

existence.
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